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RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMC902139/40
Barcode: 3149020213926
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack
Matthias Goerne [baritone]
Christoph Eschenbach [piano]

SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang, Sonata D960
Matthias Goerne Schubert Edition Vol. 6
Matthias Goerne
Christoph Eschenbach

Matthias Goerne continues his Schubert survey that has already established him as one of the most gifted exponents of
the song repertoire. Goerne does not merely ‘interpret' Schubert, he 'lives' each song and invites the listener to share this
poetry and musical intimacy. 
This sixth volume also features an unforgettable performance of Schubert's last piano sonata by one of the baritone's
favourite partners, Christoph Eschenbach. Offered on a free bonus CD, this ‘second swansong' reveals hitherto
unexplored resonances under his expert fingers.

Matthias Goerne Schubert Lieder Edition
HMC901988 Vol. 1 Sehnsucht Elisabeth Leonskaja (piano)
Gramophone Editor’s Choice

HMC902004/05 Vol. 2 An main Herz Helmut Deutsch, Eric Schneider (piano)
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
"Take it two songs a night before bedtime, and it might see you through to the end of recession." Norman Lebrecht

HMC901995 Vol.3 Die schöne Müllerin Christoph Eschenbach (piano)
IRR Outstanding
“this latest Die schöne Müllerin is a benchmark both in Goerne’s own career, and in the catalogue.”
Hilary Finch, BBC Music Magazine, June 2009 *****/*****

HMC902035 Vol.4 ‘Heliopolis’ Ingo Metzmacher (piano)
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
IRR Outstanding
“a simply unmissable recital for two prime reasons – the grave beauty of its programme and the corresponding beauty of
the singer’s voice.” John Steane, Editor’s Choice, Gramophone, February 2010

HMC902063 Vol. 5 - Nacht und Träume Alexander Schmalcz (piano)
“This is a lovely recital, Goerne’s intelligence, grace and lack of ostentation giving each song its due, with admirable
support from Schmalcz.” Lucy Beckett, International Record Review, January 2011



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMC902087
Barcode: 3149020208724
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Freiburger Barock-Consort

SCHMELZER: Baroque World Theatre / Barockes Welttheater
Sonate e balleti
Freiburger BarockConsort

Serenata con altre arie, Polnische Sackpfeiffen, Sonata amabilis a 4
Balletto di Pastori e Ninfe, Sonata a due in d, Balletto primo di Spoglia di Papagi
Sonata IV a 6 in aaus 'Sacro profanus concentus musicus 1662', Variationen über 'La bella pastora'
Balletto di Zeffiri, Sonata a due Violini scordati,  Sonata (Battaglia) a 7

The Freiburger BarockConsort has chosen to illustrate the compositions of Johann Heinrich Schmelzer as elements in a
veritable little ‘world theatre', an ideal concept for exploring the multiple facets of one of the great masters of 17th-century
Austrian instrumental music, whose sonatas and dance suites had such influence both at the Habsburg court for which
they were written and with the composers who followed in his footsteps (notably Biber).



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMU807553
Barcode: 093046755362
Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: digipack
Theatre of Voices, 
Chris Watson [tenor]
Else Torp [soprano]
Paul Hillier [baritone]
Ars Nova Copenhagen 
Paul Hillier - Artistic director
NYYD Quartet
Christopher Bowers-Broadbent [organ]

Arvo PÄRT: Creator Spiritus
Veni creator, The Deer's Cry, Psalom, Most Holy Mother of God, Solfeggio
My heart's in the highlands, Peace upon you, Jerusalem
Ein Wallfahrtslied, Morning Star, Stabat Mater 
Paul Hillier

Paul Hillier curates this collection of Arvo Pärt's instrumental and choral chamber music drawn from different periods in
the composer's career. He brings together his celebrated vocal ensembles, along with chamber group NYYD, and
long-time collaborator organist Christopher Bowers-Broadbent, to produce another powerful recording of ethereal sacred
music. Theatre of Voices and Ars Nova Copenhagen appear in Glasgow at the end of March performing 'Stimmung', 'The
Little Match Girl Passion', Allegri and Terry Riley.

HMU907407 Arvo Pärt A Tribute
HMU907182 Arvo Pärt De Profundis
HMU907242 Arvo Pärt I am the True Vine
HMU907401 Arvo Pärt Da Pacem 
***** The Independent on Sunday
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
Top Christmas Choice, Classic FM Magazine
Grammy Award Winner

“As Pärt’s longtime friend and collaborator, Hillier’s interpretations are about as definitive as you can get.” Gramophone,
August 2005 

“Harmonia Mundi USA also produces some exceptional SACDs, with the spatial capabilities of the format serving Pärt’s
choral works to perfection.” Roger Thomas, BBC Music Magazine, May 2007

HMU807408 STOCKHAUSEN: STIMMUNG Theatre of Voices
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
BBC Music Magazine Award Winner 2007
“one of the most gorgeous vocal soundscapes in all 20th-century music.  A thrilling and important performance – possibly
the CD highlight of 2007 so far.” Philip Clark, Editor’s Choice, Gramophone, Awards issue 2007

CONCERTS: 28TH APRIL Arvo Pärt TOTAL IMMERSION, The Barbican, 4 concerts from 11am onwards



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: HMC902100/03
Barcode: 3149020210024
Format: 4 CD
Trio Wanderer

BEETHOVEN: Complete Piano Trios
Op.1 nos.1-3, Op. 11, Op.70 nos. 1 & 2, Op.97,
WoO 38 & 39 - Variations Opp.44 & 121a
Trio Wanderer

Already established within Viennese culture by Haydn and Mozart, the trio genre was taken to new limits by the
inexhaustible imagination of Beethoven's genius: "a serene joy come from an unknown world", was E. T. A. Hoffmann's
reaction on hearing the Trio in D major Op.70 no.1. The Wanderers have ventured into the Beethoven piano trios and
mastered every inch of its topography. What better guide could there be for us to follow with total confidence, in their 25th
anniversary year?

HMC902002/03 Schubert Piano Trios Nos 1 & 2
Chamber Choice, BBC Music Magazine
Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week

”If the playing weren’t so delicate, refined, intelligent and colourful it might have felt more than a bit one-sided. As it is
Trio Wanderer convince that this is a fully valid view of Schubert, brilliantly and feelingly executed.”
Stephen Johnson, Chamber Choice, BBC Music Magazine, April 2008 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Secular
Vocal music
Catalogue No: HMC902081
Barcode: 3149020208120
Format: 1 CD
Genia Kühmeier [soprano]
Bernarda Fink [mezzo-soprano]
Christoph Berner [piano]

DVORAK: Zigeunerlieder, Songs & Duets
Gipsy Songs Op.55, Strains from Moravia Op.32
Biblical Songs Op.99
Genia Kühmeier
Bernarda Fink

In 2004 Bernarda Fink released a recording of Dvorák songs that was awarded critical plaudits internationally. Now, eight
years later, she returns to the composer, in the company of young soprano Genia Kühmeier, to sing 13 of the Moravian
Duets which brought the young musician fame far beyond his homeland. The other two cycles, for solo voice, round out
the portrait of a Dvorák still attached to musical traditions, whether sacred (Biblical Songs) or secular (Gypsy Melodies).

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMC901824 Dvorak lieder
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
Choral & Song Disc of the Month, BBC Music Magazine
Sunday Times Records of the Year
Sunday Telegraph Records of the Year

“Fink captures to perfection the composer’s intimate, confessional vulnerability.  Vignoles enhances every aspect.”
Jeccia Duchen, Classic FM Magazine, July 2004 

“A wholly delectable disc, and one that should win many new friends for these songs in the composer’s centenary year.”
Richard Wigmore, Choral & Song Disc of the Month, BBC Music Magazine, August 2004
 
CONCERT: WIGMORE HALL 13TH APRIL, Dvorak plus with Roger Vignoles 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: LSO Live
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: LSO0688
Barcode: 822231168829
Format: 1 SACD
Packaging: cristal
London Symphony Orchestra
Valery Gergiev

RACHMANINOV: Symphonic Dances
STRAVINSKY: Symphony in Three Movements

Valery Gergiev
London Symphony Orchestra

Following his acclaimed LSO Live recording of Rachmaninov’s Symphony No 2, a Gramophone Editor’s Choice, Valery
Gergiev conducts a thrilling performance of the composer’s 'Symphonic Dances', coupled with fellow emigré Stravinsky's
Symphony in Three Movements.
An orchestral suite in three sections, the 'Symphonic Dances' were the last works Rachmaninov completed and proved to
be some of his most popular. Although rarely sentimental, they draw on folk idioms and the composer’s reminiscences of
Russia, from where he emigrated in 1917. 
Stravinsky’s 'Symphony in Three Movements' was written between 1942-45 and was the first work Stravinsky completed
after his arrival in the USA. Although he claimed it was a ‘War Symphony’, his true inspiration was typically vague.
Following an extensive tour of the Far East with the LSO in February and March, Valery Gergiev conducts concerts
throughout Europe in with the Mariinsky Orchestra, including performances in the UK. In May he conducts a festival of
Stravinsky’s music with the LSO in London. 

CONCERT REVIEWS:
"the full force of the LSO sound was unleashed in Rachmaninov’s orchestral showpiece - and last work - Symphonic
Dances. With a sweeping string sound and piercing brass, Gergiev brought a cleverly programmed concert to a
triumphant end" Daily Telegraph 

"Gergiev was on natural territory in Stravinsky’s Symphony in Three Movements, a piece often restrained by an objective
approach that stresses its neoclassical credentials, but which was presented here with enriched colours and an almost
violent attack that linked it convincingly back to the primitivism of The Rite of Spring...Gergiev’s upfront delivery of its
striking ideas and dark fantastical manner was impeccably assured" The Guardian 

"In the late romanticism of Rachmaninov’s Symphonic Dances, Gergiev was again dark and brooding… this repertoire is
second nature to him and the LSO seems to have adapted to breathing the same headily exotic air" Financial Times 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Wigmore Hall Live
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0050
Barcode: 5065000924522
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Anthony Marwood (violin)
Aleksandar Madžar (piano

BRAHMS: Violin Sonatas 1-3
Violin Sonata No. 1 in G major Op. 78
Violin Sonata No. 2 in A major Op. 100
Violin Sonata No. 3 in D minor Op. 108 
Anthony Marwood
Aleksandar Madžar

British violinist Anthony Marwood, admired by audiences and critics around the globe for his exceptional artistry and
passionate performances, is joined by the celebrated Serbian pianist Aleksandar Madžar for this wonderful recording of
the three Brahms Violin Sonatas. 

Composed between 1878 and 1888, the deeply expressive violin sonatas are famed for glorious, free-soaring melodies,
as Brahms carefully balances Classical refinement with Romantic lyricism. Exploring these supremely beautiful works
with fresh insight; Marwood and Madžar unfold the emotional contours with rich tone and close musicianship through this
intimate recording. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Wigmore Hall Live
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: WHLIVE0051
Barcode: 5065000924539
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Elias String Quartet:
Sara Bitlloch, Donald Grant (violins)
Martin Saving (viola)
Marie Bitlloch (cello)

Elias String Quartet – Haydn, Schumann
HAYDN: String Quartet in E flat, Op.64 No.6
SCHUMANN: String Quartet in A minor, Op.41 No.1
ENCORE - Donald GRANT: Lament for Mulroy
Elias String Quartet 

The Elias String Quartet returns to Wigmore Hall Live with a much anticipated disc of Haydn and Schumann, recorded
live in concert, September 2010. 

Formed at the Royal Northern College of Music in 1998, the ensemble quickly became established among the leading
quartets performing internationally today, and is now supported by the prestigious Wigmore Hall Emerging Talent
scheme. Widely praised for the vibrancy and intensity of its performances, the quartet has received particular critical
acclaim for recent recordings, and in April 2010 its disc of Mendelssohn, Mozart and Schubert on the Wigmore Hall Live
label [WHLIVE0028] received the BBC Music Magazine Newcomer Award. 

Haydn String Quartet in E flat Op. 64 No. 6:
Written in 1790, as Haydn began to drift from his noble patrons to follow a freelancing career, his Op. 64 quartets were
completed in Vienna and published by Johann Tost, the former leader of his second violins at the Esterházy court. This,
the sixth quartet of the set, received its London première later that year in Hanover Square. The witty theatricality of the
work is portrayed by the Elias String Quartet with beautiful poise and intimacy, and the finely balanced interplay between
each member of the ensemble allows the contrapuntal virtuosity to sound with great clarity. 

Schumann String Quartet in A minor Op. 41 No. 1:
Dedicated to Schumann's close friend Mendelssohn, and composed after a great deal of study of the quartets of Haydn
and Beethoven, Schumann's String Quartet in A minor Op. 41 No. 1 stands as one of his finest contributions to the
genre. The quartet was written at a time when Schumann began to distance himself from the technical limitations of the
piano, and his expanded musical gestures are clearly evident throughout his work. The close musicianship clearly
audible in the Elias's recording allows the ensemble to explore the work's emotional depth with great subtlety and
refinement. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: ONYX4067
Barcode: 880040406723
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
The Nash Ensemble: 
Marianne Thorsen, Laura Samuel [violins]
Lawrence Power, Philip Dukes [violas]
Paul Watkins, Alice Neary   [cellos]

GLAZUNOV String Quintet in A Op.39
BORODIN String Sextet in D minor (unfinished)
ARENSKY String Quartet no.2 in A minor with two cellos Op.35

The Nash Ensemble

After a highly acclaimed series of Brahms chamber music releases for ONYX, the Nash Ensemble turn their attention to
19th-century Russian repertoire.

Glazunov’s superbly crafted String Quintet in A of 1891 is coupled with Arensky’s Second Quartet with two cellos and
Borodin’s unfinished Sextet for strings in D minor. The latter was written, according to the composer, in Mendelssohnian
style ‘to please the Germans’ while he was in Heidelberg.

ALSO AVAILABLE ON ONYX:
ONYX4029 Brahms, Piano Quartets 1 & 3
"These are terrific, clear-sighted yet impassioned performances of two compellingchamber works, given by a first-rate
team of players" The Sunday Times

ONYX4005 Turnage, This Silence
BBC CD Review, ‘Pick of the Year’ 2005

ONYX4011 Mendelssohn, Piano Trios
BBC CD Review, CD of the Week

ONYX4019 Brahms, Sextets
Gramophone Editor’s Choice

• ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC AND GRAMOPHONE



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: ONYX4095
Barcode: 880040409526
Format: 5 CD
Packaging: box set
Pascal and Ami Rogé

The Debussy Edition
Préludes I & II, Images, Pour le piano, Petite Suite
En blanc et noir, Épigraphes antiques, Études, Estampes
Suite bergamasque, Children’s Corner and other works
Pascal Rogé

Pascal Rogé has been described as the definitive interpreter of this repertoire. Starting in 2005, his Debussy Edition for
ONYX gathered impressive reviews from critics, reaching its completion in 2011 with the release of Volume 5. In this last
disc Pascal is joined by his wife Ami for a selection of music for two pianos and piano four-hands. Never intended to be
an exhaustive survey of Debussy’s music for piano, these recordings contain the masterpieces, some delightful shorter
works and some of the lesser-known compositions.
Gathered together in this superb value box set with new booklet notes, these recordings provide the ideal introduction to
this great music, performed by one of his greatest interpreters.

"Comes close to a definitive interpretation"
BBC Radio 3 –Vol.1

"‘A model of piano recording’ 
The Daily Telegraph–Vol.2

"Pascal Rogé’s interpretations of Ravel, Satie, Poulenc and Saint-Saëns have placed himamong the front rank of French
pianists for many years and this, his third volume of a complete Debussy cycle, strengthens that further. His delicate,
elegant playing in seriesone and two of Images and the suite Pour le piano could hardly be surpassed" The Observer



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC074
Barcode: 3760115300743
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: long box
Giselle: Svetlana Lunkina
Count Albrecht: Dmitry Gudanov
Hans: Vitaly Biktimirov
Berthe: Elena Bukanova
Bathilde: Ekaterina Barykina
Duke: Alexey Loparevich
Wilfreed: Vladislav Lantratov

ADAM: Giselle

Giselle: Svetlana Lunkina
Count Albrecht: Dmitry Gudanov
Hans: Vitaly Biktimirov
Berthe: Elena Bukanova
Bathilde: Ekaterina Barykina
Duke: Alexey Loparevich
Wilfreed: Vladislav Lantratov
Giselle’s friends: Yulia Grebenshchikova, Anna Okuneva, Anna Tikhomirova, Ana Turazashvili, Maria Vinogradova,
Angelina Vlashinets
Myrtha, the Queen of Wilis: Maria Allash
Two Wilis: Olga Kishnyova, Victoria Osipova
Peasant Pas de Deux: Chinara Alizade, Andrey Bolotin

Bolshoi Ballet Company, Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra
Musical direction: Pavel Klinichev 
Choreography: Jean Coralli, Jules Perrot, Marius Petipa
Choreographic version Yuri Grigorovich
Designer Simon Virsaladze

The Bolshoi Ballet troupe in Yuri Grigorovich’s version of the romantic masterpiece 'Giselle', at last available in HD. First
performed in 1841, 'Giselle' was an immediate hit. With music by Adolphe Adam and a libretto by Théophile Gautier and
Jules-Henri Vernoy de Saint-Georges, the ballet touches on the great romantic themes: local colour, a pastoral love affair
doomed to end in tragedy, a plunge into fantasy and redemption through the power of love. Learning that Albrecht, her
beloved, is in fact a nobleman engaged to be married to a princess, the naive peasant girl Giselle dies. The Queen of the
Wilis – the spirits of deceased young virgins– decides that Albrecht should follow Giselle to the grave, and condemns him
to dance until he dies of exhaustion. But Giselle’s spirit dances with him and saves him. Composer Adolphe Adam owes
his reputation to this archetypal, richly melodic Romantic ballet. As Giselle, Svetlana Lunkina is simply sensational. Her
Albrecht is the iconically noble dancer Dmitri Gudanov. And the cast is perfectly rounded off by Maria Allash as the
Queen of the Wilis. The Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra is conducted by Pavel Klinichev. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: BAC474
Barcode: 3760115304741
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Packaging: long box
Giselle: Svetlana Lunkina
Count Albrecht: Dmitry Gudanov
Hans: Vitaly Biktimirov
Berthe: Elena Bukanova
Bathilde: Ekaterina Barykina
Duke: Alexey Loparevich
Wilfreed: Vladislav Lantratov

ADAM: Giselle

Giselle: Svetlana Lunkina
Count Albrecht: Dmitry Gudanov
Hans: Vitaly Biktimirov
Berthe: Elena Bukanova
Bathilde: Ekaterina Barykina
Duke: Alexey Loparevich
Wilfreed: Vladislav Lantratov
Giselle’s friends: Yulia Grebenshchikova, Anna Okuneva, Anna Tikhomirova, Ana Turazashvili, Maria Vinogradova,
Angelina Vlashinets
Myrtha, the Queen of Wilis: Maria Allash
Two Wilis: Olga Kishnyova, Victoria Osipova
Peasant Pas de Deux: Chinara Alizade, Andrey Bolotin

Bolshoi Ballet Company, Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra
Musical direction: Pavel Klinichev 
Choreography: Jean Coralli, Jules Perrot, Marius Petipa
Choreographic version Yuri Grigorovich
Designer Simon Virsaladze

The Bolshoi Ballet troupe in Yuri Grigorovich’s version of the romantic masterpiece 'Giselle', at last available in HD. First
performed in 1841, 'Giselle' was an immediate hit. With music by Adolphe Adam and a libretto by Théophile Gautier and
Jules-Henri Vernoy de Saint-Georges, the ballet touches on the great romantic themes: local colour, a pastoral love affair
doomed to end in tragedy, a plunge into fantasy and redemption through the power of love. Learning that Albrecht, her
beloved, is in fact a nobleman engaged to be married to a princess, the naive peasant girl Giselle dies. The Queen of the
Wilis – the spirits of deceased young virgins– decides that Albrecht should follow Giselle to the grave, and condemns him
to dance until he dies of exhaustion. But Giselle’s spirit dances with him and saves him. Composer Adolphe Adam owes
his reputation to this archetypal, richly melodic Romantic ballet. As Giselle, Svetlana Lunkina is simply sensational. Her
Albrecht is the iconically noble dancer Dmitri Gudanov. And the cast is perfectly rounded off by Maria Allash as the
Queen of the Wilis. The Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra is conducted by Pavel Klinichev. 



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: DELPHIAN
File Under: Classical
Catalogue No: DCD34081
Barcode: 801918340819
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
National Youth Choir of Great Britain/Mike
Brewer

GORECKI: Totus Tuus
Euntes Ibant Et Flebant Op. 32, Lobgesang Op. 76, Totus Tuus Op. 60
Salve, Sidus Polonorum Op. 72, Amen Op. 35
National Youth Choir of Great Britain
Mike Brewer

The massed voices of the National Youth Choir of Great Britain are ideally suited to the choral music of Górecki; music of
a monumental radiance which demands a huge and rich sonority. Alongside the ever-popular 'Totus Tuus', this
resplendent recording also contains two recent works here receiving their premieres on disc – the luminous 'Lobgesang'
and the thrillingly massive 'Salve Sidus Polonorum', for choir, organ, two pianos and percussion.
This disc traces his choral music from his 1972 setting of Psalms 126 & 95 'Euntes Ibant Et Flebant' through to his
'Lobgesang' (Song of Praise), written in 2000.

Henryk Mikolaj Górecki (1933-2010) made his reputation as a leader of the Polish avant-garde in the 1950s. Inspired by
folk and religious influences, the emotional power and clarity of his music has attracted a wide public following. He
became know as one of the 'holy minimalists', along with John Taverner and Arvo Pärt, after his Symphony No.3
'Symphony of Sorrowful Songs' featuring Dawn Upshaw, was played by Classic FM.

PRAISE FOR NYCGB:
"An outstanding disc which emphasises how fortunate the NYCGB is to have Brewer’s drive and energy. Rejoice!"
Gramophone, February 2012

"essential for choral fans." The Observer, December 2011

"as always, the National Youth Choir of Great Britain doesn’t let him down. The singing is technically strong and totally
uninhibited, the soloists gifted... If you need a feel-good factor, this is it."
Choir and Organ, July/August 2010



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD282
Barcode: 635212028223
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Thomas Walker [tenor]
Elin Manahan Thomas [soprano]
Rachael Lloyd [mezzo-soprano]
Exeter Philharmonic Choir
Exeter Cathedral Choir
Royal Scottish National Orchestra

Patrick HAWES: Lazarus Requiem

Thomas Walker 
Elin Manahan Thomas 
Royal Scottish National Orchestra

Patrick Hawes returns to disc on Signum with the premiere recording of his 'Lazarus Requiem', for Choir, Orchestra and
Soloists. Blending the liturgical text of the Requiem Mass with the story of Lazarus from the New Testament, the
composer blends a work in which “the mystery of life and death, the pain of grief and the hope of a risen life are held in
taut symmetry”. 

The work begins with an orchestral Elegy for Lazarus. This depicts the dying man and sets the scene for the first tableau
where we are informed “a certain man was ill”. Mary and Martha, the sisters of Lazarus, send for Jesus and the drama of
the miracle unfolds. The main characters within this drama are sung by the soloists: tenor ‘Christ’ (Thomas Walker),
soprano ‘Mary’ (Elin Manahan Thomas) and mezzo-soprano ‘Martha’ (Rachael Lloyd).

A former Classic-FM composer in residence, Patrick Hawes’ compositions have a unique depth and sentiment that
appeals to many different listeners. Previous discs with Signum include Song of Songs (SIGCD162) and Fair Albion
(SIGCD178) featuring Julian Lloyd Webber. 

“Patrick Hawes has carved out a niche as a contemporary composer who writes melodic, atmospheric and, frankly,
beautiful music.”
BBC Music Magazine



RELEASE DATE
2ND APRIL 2012

Label: Ambronay
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: AMY030
Barcode: 3760135100309
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Marilia Vargas, Michiko Takahashi [sopranos]
Delphine Galou [alto]
Le Parlement de Musique, La Maîtrise de
Bretagne
Martin Gester [direction]

PORPORA: Vespro per la Festività dell'Assunta (1744)
Laudate pueri Dominum, Salve Regina, Laetatus sum, Lauda Jerusalem
Le Parlement de Musique
Martin Gester

Porpora's 'Vespers' was first performed in Venice at the Ospedaletto, one of four orphanages for girls that specialised in
music to the extent that they were regarded as conservatories. The most famous of the four was the Pietà, where Vivaldi
taught violin. The Vespers 1744 consists of five psalms, a Magnificat and a Salve Regina. Four of the pieces can be
found in autograph manuscripts in the British Library, including three of the five great psalms: the Laetatus sum and Nisi
Dominus in Additional 13126 and the Lauda Jerusalem in Additional 1412, all three dated 1744. Another of the Porpora
manuscripts in the British Library, Additional 14125, contains two Salve Reginas dated 1744; the one designated ‘Per
Angiola Moro’ has been chosen for the Vespers 1744 because of its beauty. 
The music is conceived in the early Classical style as developed during the 1720s by Porpora and his rivals, Leonardo
Vinci and Johann Adolph Hasse. The music is characterised by its ornate periodic melodies which later became
exemplified in the church music of Mozart. 
Maestro Porpora of the Ospedaletto would later become a character in George Sand’s novel 'Consuelo', with the heroine
a composite of Angiola Moro and Porpora’s most famous pupil ‘La Mingotti’. In this transformation from fashionable opera
composer to revered maestro di cappella and teacher, the Vespers of 1744 probably played a pivotal role, somewhat
akin to the contemporary 'Messiah' or 'Samson' in Handel’s ‘conversion’ to oratorio.
For several years now Le Parlement de Musique has pursued its investigation of the concertante repertoire of the
Venetian ospedali: after Bassani, Vivaldi, Hasse, Jommelli and Latilla, the spotlight is now on Nicola Porpora and his
concertato Vespers for female voices and orchestra of the Ospedaletto.
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Emanuela Galli, 
Francesca Cassinari [sopranos] 
Stile Galante
Stefano Aresi [direction]

Leonardo VINCI: Fileno - Soprano Cantatas 
VINCI: Mesta, oh Dio, tra queste selve, Mi costa tante lacrime, 
Amor, di Citerea, Parto. Ma con qual core, Recorder Sonata
A. SCARLATTI: Fille, tu parti? Oh Dio! (wrongly attributed to Vinci) 
Emanuela Galli
Francesca Cassinari
Stile Galante  

Leonardo Vinci (1690-1730) who is rumoured to have been poisoned in the wake of an ill-advised affair, is (with Porpora
and Leo) one of the greatest geniuses of Neapolitan Baroque music and the central figure in the creation of a new
musical language. This programme offers a wonderful selection of cantatas for soprano, including 'Mesta, oh Dio, tra
queste selve', written by V. Tesi, and 'Parto ma con qual core’, written by F. Bordoni. A trip to Naples and Rome in the
18th century, an Arcadian world with a soul, an inordinate passion for beauty, the infinite regret for the loss of a mythical
golden age, and murky secret plots.
Stile Galante was founded in the Spring of 2010 and specialises in Italian music, in particular the Neapolitan area, and
the enormous legacy of chamber cantatas for solo voice, from the works of Leo, Vinci and Porpora. Composed of
talented young European instrumentalists Stile Galante are directed by Stefano Aresi.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY STILE GALANTE:
PC10243 Porpora Duets
"Another obscure corner of Porpora's labours is illuminated by Stile Galante's sincere performances of six late duets
written in 1754...the jubilatory fourth duet, In hoc vexillo Crueis, features extraordinary vocal imitations of declamatory
trumpets sung boldly by sopranos Emanuela Galli and Francesca Cassinari. The disc's variety is enhanced by
harpsichordist Andrea Friggi playing two Clementi adaptations of Porpora's violin sonatas." David Vickers, Gramophone 
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Sara Mingardo [contralto]
Musici Aurei / Luigi Piovano [conductor]

MAHLER: Kindertotenlieder
Kindertotenlieder (arr. Reiner Rihen)
Chant d’un compagnon errant (arr. Arnold Schoenberg), Quartettsatz
BUSONI: Berceuse Elegia
Sara Mingardo

Luigi Piovano and Sara Mingardo choose a different perspective on the music of Gustav Mahler, through the eyes of
Arnold Schoenberg.
A great admirer of Mahler and founder of the Society for Private Musical Performance in Vienna in the 1920's,
Schoenberg and his followers transcribed several works by Mahler for chamber ensemble. The programme for this disc
traces an imaginary concert typical of these private concerts. 
Muusic lovers know Sara Mingardo as a baroque specialist but here she brings to these arrangements a warmth of tone,
whilst the colours of the orchestrations are rendered with great finesse and breathtaking dynamics by Aurei Musici, led by
Luigi Piovano.
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Miroslav Kultyshev [piano]
NDR Radiophilharmonie-Hannover   
Eivind Gullberg Jensen

GRIEG: Piano Concerto Op. 16 Op. 16, Lyric Suite Op. 54,
Norwegian Dances Op. 35

Miroslav Kultyshev 
Eivind Gullberg Jensen

It makes good sense for the young Russian piano virtuoso Miroslav Kultyshev to follow up his ORFEO recording of
Liszt’s ' Études d’exécution transcendante' with Grieg’s A minor Piano Concerto op. 16, a work with which the Norwegian
composer took an important first step on the musical stage of his time. Writers are fond of recalling how in 1869, when he
was in Rome on a scholarship, Grieg showed the piece to Liszt, who immediately sight-read it and expressed his
enthusiasm for the young composer’s abilities and ideas. By this date the work had in fact already enjoyed its triumphant
world première in Copenhagen, and since then it has been a permanent presence in the world’s great concert halls. 
With his eloquent playing, Miroslav Kultyshev brings out Grieg’s debt to Robert Schumann, notably in the chordal
descent of the opening bars in the piano part and the cantabile development of the musical argument. But he also
highlights the elements of Norwegian folk music that are so typical of Grieg, especially in the final movement. Miroslav
Kultyshev is sympathetically partnered by the North German Radio Philharmonic under its Norwegian principal
conductor, Eivind Gullberg Jensen. Together, they continue their voyage of exploration of Grieg’s orchestral output in the
form of his 'Lyric Suite' op. 54, four splendid atmospheric portraits extending from the pastoral 'Shepherd Boy' to the
grotesque 'March of the Dwarves'. This is the other side of the coin of late Romanticism with its chiaroscuro contrasts
that we find not least in Grieg’s incidental music to 'Peer Gynt'. Three of Grieg’s 'Norwegian Dances' op. 35 were played
during a production of this Norwegian national drama that took place during the composer’s lifetime, and it is these that
round off ORFEO’s all-Grieg programme.  
Eivind Gullberg Jensen has been making a name for himself, in London at theENO [2009 Jenufa]; at the Norwegian Opera
and recently making his debuts with the Vienna Symphony and Berlin Philharmonic Orchestras. 
He has studied with the great Jorma Panula, Leopold Hager, David Zinman and Kurt Masur. Definitely one to watch. 
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Austrian RSO Vienna /
Lovro von Matacic

SMETANA: Má Vlast

ORF Radio-Symphonieorchester Wien
Lovro von Matacic

Although he was never one of the 20th century’s most prominent conductors in terms of festival appearances and
recording contracts, Lovro von Matacic (1899–1985) was in many ways comparable to today’s top conductors. He was a
welcome visitor to the world’s major concert platforms and opera houses from La Scala, Milan, to the Bayreuth Festival
and the Chicago Lyric Opera in repertoire extending from the Baroque to contemporary works and his own compositions.

A native of Croatia, he tended towards the end of his life to limit his appearances to Monte Carlo, Tokyo and especially
Vienna, where he had been a member of the Vienna Boys’ Choir in his youth and where for many years he remained
active at the State Opera. 
ORFEO now release a live recording of a concert that he gave with the Austrian Radio Symphony Orchestra in 1982. On
the programme was Smetana’s symphonic cycle 'Má vlast' (My Fatherland), a cycle that Matacic himself had asked to
conduct. He seized the opportunity to give a non-Czech audience the whole work, rather than just 'Vltava', often
performed in isolation in the concert hall. Smetana’s talent for mellody can sometimes sound sentimental, even kitschy,
but Matacic avoids that impression thanks to his tight control, and this is true even of those unashamedly patriotic
passages where precision is of  paramount importance. Matacic’s Viennese interpretation impresses. 
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Macbeth: Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
Banco: Peter Lagger
Lady Macbeth: Grace Bumbry
Dama: Bozena Ruk-Focic
Macduff: Ermanno Lorenzi
Malcolm: Francisco Lazaro
Medico: Alois Pernerstorfer
Chor der Wiener Staatsoper, 
Kammerchor der Salzburger Festspiele
Wiener Philharmoniker
Wolfgang Sawallisch

VERDI: Macbeth
Salzburg Festival 1964
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau
Grace Bumbry
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Wolfgang Sawallisch 

In a sense it was 'black Romanticism' that cast its shadow over the operatic repertory at the 1964 Salzburg Festival.
Performed in the Felsenreitschule, Verdi’s 'Macbeth' was a musical event of the first order, exciting to hear and
powerfully acclaimed at the end. This was due not least to Wolfgang Sawallisch’s dramatically gripping conducting of the
Vienna Philharmonic, but also to an exemplary pair of protagonists. In complete control of his formidable vocal gifts,
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau provided a multifaceted portrait of the complex and unfathomable figure of Macbeth, while
Grace Bumbry was no less impressive as Lady Macbeth, bringing to the part an unusual degree of demonism and
proving to be in total command of the part’s tremendous vocal difficulties in terms of stamina, range and artistry. 
This was Bumbry's debut rôle at the Vienna State Opera, also in 1964, and her first as a soprano, having started as a
mezzo in 1960. She was the first black singer to sing at Bayreuth, eliciting 42 curtain calls and a certain amount of media
fever and debate as to her true fach. She studied with Lehman and the voice is in pristine condition here, aged only 27. 
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STRAUSS: Friedenstag

Josef Metternich [Kommandant]
Hildegard Hillebrecht [Maria, his wife]
Max Proebstl [Wachtmeister]
Richard Holm [Schütze]
Benno Kusche [Konstabel]
Albrecht Peter [Musketier]
Wolfgang Anresos [Hornist]
Hand Hermann Nissen [Offizier]
Josef Knapp [Front offizier]
Kurt Böhme [Der Holsteiner, Kommandant]
Lorenz Fehenberger [Bürgermeister]
Karl Hoppe [Prälat]
Chorus and Orchestra of the Bavarian State Opera
Joseph Keilberth
13/8/1960 Live, Munich

One of Strauss' rarer operas, 'Friedenstag' (1938) occupies a particularly interesting place in his life. It was conceived
and written during the late 1930s, at the time when his relationship with the Nazis was at its most difficult. Although the
libretto was by Josef Gregor, he had been recommended to Strauss by the Jewish poet Stefan Zweig (librettist of the
earlier opera Die schweigsame Frau (1936), who became black-listed by the Nazis and left Germany in 1938. 
'Friedenstag' is cast in a single act and, as its name suggests, is a celebration of the ideal of peace. The style is relatively
austere, concerning a story set in the early 17th century on the last day of the Thirty Years War. The Commandant of a
fortress under siege resolves to die rather than surrender, but then news of peace arrives and he and his former enemy
embrace with vows to work for a better world. Male voices dominate (see the cast list) and there is an important role for
the chorus. However, there is a significant role for the Commandant's wife and her dignified aria is a memorable
inspiration. It was dedicated to Viorica Ursuleac and her husband Clemens Krauss, the lead and conductor respectively
in the premiere on July 24, 1938 and on the subsequent recording.
'Friedenstag' has been recorded relatively few times, just as it is seldom performed in the theatre. It is also a one act
opera which lacks an obvious partner. 
Good sound – unique cast including the legendary Fehenberger.
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VERDI: Nabucco

Ettore Bastianini [Nabucco]
Luigi Ottolini [Ismaele]
Ivo Vinco [Zaccaria]
Mirella Parutto [Abigaille]
Anna Maria Rota [Fenena]
Renato Sagli [Sacerdote]
Enzo Guagni [Abdallo]
Ottavia Imer [Anna]
Orchestra & Chorus Teatro Comunale di Firenze
Bruno Bartoletti [conductor]
live 26.08.1961
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VERDI: Simon Boccanegra

Frank Guarrera [Boccanegra]
Giorgio Tozzi [Fiesco]
Ezio Flagello [Paolo]
Norman Scott [Pietro]
Renata Tebaldi [Maria]
Richard Tucker [Adorno]
Rovert Nagy [Capitano]
Athena Vicos [maid]
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and Chorus, New York
Nino Verchi [conductor]
18.02.1961 N. Verchi
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Sayaka Shoji [violin]
Ural Philharmonic Orchestra
Dmitri Liss [conductor]

SHOSTAKOVICH: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 & 2

Sayaka Shoji

The two violin concertos occupy a major place, both musical and human, in Shostakovich's output and document
particularly painful moments in his existence. The condemnation of his music in 1948 and the subsequent wilderness
years in the Concerto No. 1, Op.77, and his incessant health problems after 1963 in No. 2, Op.129, which marks his first
dodecaphonic experiments. These immense masterpieces are characterised by their sombre emotional hues, the
sarcastic outbursts of the fast movements and the fiendish difficulties of the cadenzas.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
MIR128 J S Bach Sonata for Solo Violin, Reger 8 Preludes & Fugues

“Sayaka Shoji isn’t merely a superb technician, she’s a deeply engaging performer who punches above her
weight…Shoji emerges as a formidable musician armed with a superb instrument, able to draw on huge reserves of
stamina and the unflinching equal of anything thrown at her.  The world is her oyster.”
Julie Anne Sadie, Gramophone, July 2011

“Sayaka Shoji emerges as a formidable player in her own right, remarkably true of intonation and pure of tone.  If
anything her Reger is still more remarkable in its poised serenity, gently revealing layers of musical expression, where, in
these deeply serious homages, one would scarcely imagine they existed.”
Julian Haylock, International Record Review, July/August 2011
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Gérard Caussé [viola] 
Brigitte Engerer [piano]

SHOSTAKOVICH: Viola Sonata
GLAZUNOV: Élégie Op. 44
TCHAIKOVSKY: Nocturne Op. 19 No. 4
Mélodie Op. 42 No. 3 Souvenir d'un lieu cher, Valse sentimentale Op. 51 No. 6
RACHMANINOV: Vocalise Op. 34 No. 14
Gérard Caussé
Brigitte Engerer

While Rachmaninov evokes purity in his 'Vocalise', Shostakovich intones a swansong, a song of death. In the warm
timbre of Gérard Caussé's viola and the generous sonority of Brigitte Engerer's piano, all the melancholy and tenderness
of Russia finds eloquent expression.
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Abdel Rahman El Bacha [piano]

PROKOFIEV: Works for Piano 
Toccata Op. 11, 10 Pieces Op. 12, Sonata No. 2 Op. 14, Sarcasmes Op. 17,
Visions Fugitives Op. 22
Abdel Rahman El Bacha

An eminent Chopin specialist and also a feisty proponent of the Prokofiev concertos, Abdel Rahman El Bacha is the ideal
interpreter for these piano works, which range from the futurist strains of the Toccata Op.11 (1912) to the 'fleeting visions'
of Op.22 (1917), by way of the 'Gavotte' and 'Rigaudon' of the 'Ten Pieces' Op.12 and the 'Sarcasmes' Op.17. Amid this
diversity, the Sonata No.2 Op.14 reverts to Classical models. Here on a single disc are all the solo piano works of the
young Prokoviev's last years in Russia.
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Paolo Pandolfo [viola da gamba]

Monsieur De MACHY: Pièces de viole                 
Suites de danses. Paris, 1685
Paolo Pandolfo

Suite VIII en la majeur, Suite I en ré mineur, Suite IV en sol majeur, Suite V en ré mineur

With his performance of the music of De Machy, Paolo Pandolfo is enriching the recorded survey of solo viola da gamba
music with a very special contribution; such as he has done before with his recordings of music by Sainte-Colombe, Abel
or of his most warmly-received recording, the Bach Cello Suites in their transcription for viola dagamba. The publication
of the 'Pièces de Violle' (Paris, 1685), the first literature for the viola da gamba in France, unleashed a veritable polemic
or querelle with Jean Rousseau concerning the “true manner of playing the viola”, which had been described by De
Machy with a wealth of details in the prologue to his work and in which radiates an enormous sense of aplomb and
certainty. His advocacy for the viola da gamba as a harmonic (or chordal) as well as a melodic instrument was to go on
to have a significant influence on later composers such as Marin Marais and Antoine Forqueray. With his recording and
also in his accompanying essay, Paolo Pandolfo places special emphasis on one facet of these pieces which tends to
pass unnoticed: their danceable character. Countless sources from the time tell us about the vigorous interest in dance in
the 17th century, a passion practiced in an almost obsessive way, not only by court nobility, but by the rural aristocracy
and the wealthier bourgeoisie as well. 
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Giovanni Sollima [cello]
I Turchini / Antonio Florio

Neapolitan Cello Concertos

Giovanni Sollima
I Turchini
Antonio Florio

Leonardo Leo (1694-1744) Concerto di violoncello con violini
Nicola Fiorenza (1700-c.1764) Concerto per violoncello ed archi
Giovanni Sollima (1962)  “Fecit Neap. 17..” per violoncello, archi econtinuo
Nicola Fiorenza Sinfonia a 4 violini e basso continuo
Giuseppe de Majo (1697-1777) Concerto per violoncello ed archi

Giovanni Sollima successfully pursued a twin career as cellist and composer and it is in both capacities that the
Palermo-born musician appears on this new recording from Glossa. Sollima teams up with Antonio Florio's I Turchini in a
captivating demonstration of virtuoso concerto treasures by Leonardo Leo, Giuseppe de Majo and Nicola Fiorenza. The
quality of their committed music-making is underscored by Dinko Fabris, in an accompanying essay, which provides a
lucid exposition of the contemporary musical climate. Giovanni Sollima’s empathy with the spirit of the 18th century
concerto is demonstrated in the elegantly appropriate cadenzas for the works of his forebears and also in his new
composition, in keeping with its Neapolitan past ('Fecit Neap. 17..' mirroring the common enscription found on
manuscripts of the 18th century). 
As well as solo cellist, Giovanni Sollima, who is equally at home in the musical worlds of Patti Smith, Claudio Abbado and
Philip Glass; a director in Antonio Florio, who brings his thorough overview of Neapolitan music from the Baroque
onwards, this new disc was recorded in the old Santa Anna dei Lombardi monastery complex in the heart of Naples,
which serves to point up how powerful a forging ground for cello music Naples was from the end of the 17th century and
into the 18th, as well as in our own time.
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Eve: Chantal Santon [soprano]
Adam: Mathias Vidal [tenor]
Archangel: Jennifer Borghi [mezzo]
Satan: Alain Buet [baritone]
Les Cris de Paris
Les Solistes des Siècles
Geoffroy Jourdain

Théodore DUBOIS: Le Paradis Perdu
Oratorio (1878 - Prix de la ville de Paris)
Les Cris de Paris
Les Solistes des Siècles
Geoffroy Jourdain

François-Clément Théodore Dubois (24 August 1837 – 11 June 1924). 
In 1861 Dubois won the Prix de Rome; in 1877, he replaced Camille Saint-Saëns as organist at the Madeleine and when
he won the prize at the Concours Musical in 1878 his oratorio, 'Le paradis perdu', was finally performed in Paris at public
expense. It was not written specifically for the competition but begun in 1871, inspired by Milton's 'Paradise Lost'. Dubois
hired Edouard Blau to write the libretto to his instructions and Aparte's booklet details the many problems incurred with
publishers, plagiarism and in getting his oratorio performed.
This is the first time the oratorio has been revived in almost 100 years. As Dubois explained in his memoirs, “the full
score [of Le Paradis perdu] had been engraved by the Girod firm, without any payment, as is customary. But the
separate parts, for which I had paid, remained my property.” 
The Girod firm disappeared long ago. Dubois himself left chamber versions of some of his large-scale works, such as the
'Messe pontificale' and 'Les Sept Paroles du Christ' but only a piano reduction of this. In orchestrating 'Le Paradis perdu',
(for string quintet, wind quintet and piano) Olivier Schmitt has respected its spirit and the manner of the 19th century. 
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Ophélie Gaillard [cello]
Delphine Bardin [cello]
Orchestre de la Radio Nationale de Roumanie /
Tiberiu Soare

SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto, A min, Op. 29
LISZT: Works for Cello: Première Élégie, Deuxième Élégie, Romance oubliée,
Die Zelle in Nonnenwerth, La lugubre gondole
Ophélie Gaillard

Schumann’s Cello Concerto was long regarded as a minor achievement; it has also been accused of treating the solo
instrument unfavourably. As is often the case with the compositions of Schumann’s middle and late periods, interpreters
must to understand its singularity in order to bring it out. It is thanks to great performers such as the legendary cellist
Pablo Casals, for whom Schumann’s Cello Concerto was “one of the finest works one could wish to hear – sublime
music from beginning to end”, that this work now at last has its rightful place in the repertoire.
Although relations between Schumann and Liszt were often clouded by Clara’s lack of understanding, and even jealousy,
Liszt recognised his friend’s genius better than anyone, and at Weimar conducted scores that had not been understood
when they were first performed. We do not know whether or not Liszt knew the Cello Concerto, but he was reliant on
transcriptions as a source of incme. Ophélie Gaillard has chosen five pieces for cello and piano: two were originally
songs with piano accompaniment written in his youth; the other three pieces, dating from the end of Liszt’s life, show the
soberness and bold language that characterise his late works.  
Although a Baroque specialist, Gaillard is also very fond of Romantic repertoire. Her recording for Ambroisie of the
complete cello works of Schumann, Fauré, then Chopin were highly acclaimed by the press, while the solo album
Dreams (Aparté), made at the legendary Abbey Road Studios in London with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, proved
to be a great public success.
Ophélie Gaillard plays a cello by Francesco Goffriller (1737), generously loaned to her by CIC, and also an anonymous
Flemish violoncello piccolo.
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Prazák Quartet:
Pavel Hula, 
Vlastimil Holek [violins]
Josef Kluson [viola]
Michal Kanka [cello]

HAYDN: The Seven Last Words of our Saviour on the Cross
Op.51b

Prazák Quartet

The purest version of these seven sermons, here played on only the 16 strings of the Prazák Quartet, as opposed to the
large string orchestral (original), oratorio, or keyboard versions, all authorised by Haydn. The Prazáks have been
meditating on this series of seven adagios for 40 years and offer a narrative with innate dramaturgy, avoiding both the
austere of the current Baroque vogue and the sentimental excess of an outmoded Romantic style. 

“Quite simply a joy to hear.”
Joanne Talbot, The Strad
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Daniel Isoir [fortepiano]
La Petite Symphonie:
Gilone Gaubert, Stéphanie Paulet, Charlotte
Grattard, Giorgia Simbula [violins], Diane
Chmela [viola], Emmanuel Jacques, Paul
Carlioz [cellos], Bouchaux Axel [double bass],
Severine Rérolle [traverso], Jean-Marc Philippe,
Olivier Clemence [oboes], Mélanie Flahaut,
Ricardo Rapoport [bassoons], Yannick Maillet,
Pierre-Olivier Goll, Pierre-Yves Madeuf [horns]

MOZART: Piano Concertos 12, 14 & 27

Daniel Isoir
La Petite Symphonie

Established in 2006, the instrumental ensemble La Petite Symphonie reclaims the directory of the 18th century. Daniel
Isoir directs his period instrument ensemble from the keyboard: a copy of a fortepiano by Johann Andreas Stein, as
preferred by Mozart. 
This is the debut recording of La Petite Symphonie for the label Agogigue, dedicated to three great piano concertos of
Mozart. 

Coming from the family of organists, Isoir studied with such great masters as Marek Jablonski, Claude Frank, Paul
Badura-Skoda on piano, Paul Tortelier and Yevgeny Korolyov. As well as his Petite Symphonie he also works regularly
on projects with the Royaumont Foundation or the Bach Academy, including operas by Gretry directed by Jean-François
Novelli.
The musicians of La Petite Symphonie share a passion for classical music and playing on period instruments. They
participate regularly with the 'big' bands playing on period instruments: Les Arts Florissants, Les Talens Lyriques, The
Musicians of the Louvre, Le Concert d'Astree, Chamber Philharmonic, the Orchestre des Champs Elysées, Le Concert
des Nations etc..
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Rachel Elliott [soprano]
Sally Bruce-Payne [alto]
Samuel Boden [tenor cd 1] 
James Gilchrist [tenor cd 2] 
Matthew Brook [bass] 
The Bach Players
Nicolette Moonen [artistic director]

Pachelbel and Bach: canons and cantatas
 
The Bach Players

PACHELBEL - Cantata: Christ lag in Todesbanden, Canon in D major, Sacred concerto: Mein Fleisch, Cantata: Was
Gott tut, das ist wohlgetan, Partie à 5 in G major, Sacred concerto: Christ ist erstanden

J.S.BACH - Cantatas: Widerstehe doch der Sünde BWV54, Christ lag in Todesbanden BWV4, Was Gott tut, das ist
wohlgetan BWV99, Canons from the Goldberg Variations BWV1087

In their vivid new recording, The Bach Players introduce the music of Johann Pachelbel, a friend of the Bach family and
30 years older than Johann Sebastian. Each disc of this double CD presents cantatas with texts set by both Pachelbel
and Bach: ‘Christ lag in Todesbanden’ and ‘Was Gott tut, das ist wohlgetan’. In the first case the  older composer’s
influence on Bach’s writing is very clear; in the second, we hear the mature Bach. A generous helping of Pachelbel’s
music is given: the beautiful Canon and two of his sacred concertos. Bach is represented also by his cantata for solo alto,
‘Widerstehe doch der Sünde’, and the lesser known canons from the Goldberg Variations in an arrangement by the
group’s keyboard player, Silas Wollston.

A 28-page booklet includes an essay on this music by the composer Hugh Wood and a note by Silas Wollston on his
arrangement of the Goldberg canons. Texts of all the vocal pieces are given in German with English translations. There
are photos of the recording session. The CDs and booklet are held in a packet made of card and without plastic.
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Frédérick Haas [harpsichord, Hemsch 1751]

J.S. BACH: Goldberg Variations BWV988

Frédérick Haas

"Since the 1751 Hemsch is one of  the most beautiful  harpsichords in existence and its tone  and mechanics are perfect,
why not use it here? the interpreter’s role is to make sure his French harpsichord speaks decent German." 
Frédérick Haas

French harpsichordist Frédérick Haas has made a name for himself with an aristocratic, pensive style more attuned to
introspection than pyrotechnics. He has a profound knowledge of the inner workings of harpsichords, and the secrets of
their fine-tuning, and wrote the quirky booklet note for this release. Frédérick Haas performs recitals on harpsichord and
fortepiano, plus he directs the Ausonia ensemble. He owns this spellbindingly beautiful Henri Hemsch Harpsichord built
in 1751, as well as a Ferdinand Hofmann fortepiano, from Vienna, 1785-90.

Domenico Scarlatti 21 Mature Sonatas (CAL9330 nla)
"This is a stunning recording.  If you want to introduce Scarlatti to someone you could not do it better than by playing this
disc." Gramophone, July 2003 
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Carsten Wiebusch
[Klais Organ, Christuskirche Karlsruhe]

Best's Bach 
Organ Works & Chaconne for Solo Violin arranged by William Thomas Best
Carsten Wiebusch

Chaconne (D minor), Präludium & Fuge (E minor), Passacaglia (C minor), Toccata & Fuge (D minor), Toccata, Adagio &
Fuge (C major), Chorale Preludes: Liebster Jesu, wir sind hier, Herr Jesu Christ, dich zu uns wend, Herzlich thut mich
verlangen, Herr Gott, nun schleuss den Himmel auf, Magnifcat ‘Meine Seele erhebt den Herren’, Vater unser im
Himmelreich

Nowadays, the fashion is mainly for historically authentic interpretation: performers play from facsimiles or original
scores, with historically accurate orchestration, articulation, etc.This recording of selected works by Bach in organ
arrangements by William Thomas Best (1826-1897) gives evidence of an approach to Bach’s compositions that may
seem quite capricious today. Alongside his arrangement of Bach’s 'Chaconne' for violin from the Partita No. 2 in D minor,
this SACD presents highlights from his comprehensive edition of Bach’s organ works, from chorale preludes to the C
minor 'Passacaglia'.In his editions and arrangements Best saw it as his mission, particularly for an English audience
which was entirely unfamiliar with Bach’s works, to provide the organist with what amounts to stage directions in matters
of choice of tempo, articulation, registration, selection of manuals and, where appropriate, the use of the swell pedal. In
this way the great free-standing organ works appear as dramatic scenas or ballads, while the smaller-scale works and
chorale preludes come across as poetry.Best achieves a convincing dramatic presentation of Bach’s music: by means of
refined, well-placed tricks of the trade the poetic meaning of individual passages is made apparent, and his economy of
means and avoidance of all superficial effects enable the grandiose form of each work to come to the fore. The
performance indications, or rather suggestions, are presented in such a way that the organist is amply challenged as a
musician, interpreter and personality at all times.
Carsten Wiebusch studied church music at the Robert Schumann Hochschule in Düsseldorf. As an organist he achieved
success at international organ competitions including the August Gottfried competition in Magdeburg and the Johann
Sebastian Bach prize competition in Wiesbaden, both in 1995. He teaches an organ class at the Musikhochschule in
Karlsruhe and has been organist at the Christuskirche, Karlsruhe, since 1999.The Klais organ at the Christuskirche was
inaugurated in 2010. Its powerful yet poetic tone is heard on this SACD for the first time in any recording.

Also available:
audite 20029 Reger • Wagner • Mussorgsky
Carsten Wiebusch [Walcker Organ, Essen-Werden] 
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Johann Rosenmüller Ensemble 
Arno Paduch [direction]

Ottomans at the gates of Vienna in 1683 
Missa: In fletu solatium obsidionis Viennensis
Sonata a 3, Ama cor meum a 4, Triumphate sidera a 18, Passacaglia in d
Tota pulchra es Maria a 10, Canzona a 3, Admiramini fideles a 2
Angelorum esca a 12 
Johann Rosenmüller Ensemble 
Arno Paduch

Johann Kaspar Kerll (1627-1693) is mainly known nowadays for his organ works. But in his own time he was most
admired for his sacred vocal works and his instrumental compositions. This CD presents some examples of his output in
both categories.
The main composition is the 'Missa In fletu solatium obsidionis Viennensis', which was written during the Turkish siege of
Vienna in 1683 which Kerll experienced at first hand. It is a 'missa in angustiis', as Haydn's 'Nelson Mass' was called, a
mass in troubled times, and it shows. There is frequent use of chromaticism, in particular in the 'Amen' at the end of both
the Gloria and Credo. 
Some of the instrumental works performed here also have some interesting characteristics: in the Sonata a 3 for two
violins, viola da gamba and basso continuo, there is a long passage for viola da gamba and bc only. The Canzona a 3
contains a virtuoso part for the dulcian.
The sacred concertos are on texts which are not liturgical, but are very personal in their devotion, like 'Tota pulchra es
Maria' - in praise of and a prayer to the virgin Mary - or the concertos 'Admiramini fideles' and 'Angelorum esca', both on
the Eucharist.
Most of this repertoire has never been recorded before. 
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Robert Barto [lute]

HAGEN: The Augsburg Manuscript 
Music for lute: Sonata in F minor, Sonata in D major, Sonata in G minor
Sonata in B flat major, Sonata in C minor, Sonatina F major
Robert Barto

It is perhaps no coincidence that the last flowering of the lute took place under the patronage of a former lute student and
great admirer of Sylvius Leopold Weiss: Wilhelmina, Princess of Prussia and sister of Frederick the Great. In her role as
Margravine of Brandenburg, she employed in Bayreuth three of the best lutenists of the post-Weissian era. Adam
Falckenhagen, Charles Durant and Bernhard Joachim Hagen (1720-1787) all active at the court in Bayreuth.  
Hagen’s known works are in a single large manuscript, found today in the City Library of Augsburg. In his use of the lute,
Hagen reflects the influence of the virtuosic style of Falckenhagen and Durant. Brilliant arpeggio work, extremely fast
plucked and slurred scales over several octaves, double trills and use of the highest frets are all commonplace. Adde to
this, the combination of tuneful melodies and virtuosic flair make Hagen a perfect representative of the gallant style which
was prevalent in mid-18th century Germany. His works are the last substantial contribution to the lute repertoire and he
can truly be called the last great lute virtuoso. 
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Les pages et les chantres du Centre de
Musique Baroque de Versailles, 
Olivier Schneebeli

Sacred Music at Versailles
20th Anniversary of Les Pages & les Chantres du Centre de Musique Baroque de
Versailles
Les pages et les chantres
Olivier Schneebeli

Les Pages and les Chantres celebrate 20 years of the teaching and musical direction of Olivier Schneebeli. 
He has brought together children's and adult voices in new ways to celebrate the traditions of the Royal Chapel of
Versailles, a vital component in the French repertoire of the 17th and 18th centuries. This exceptional box invites the
listener on a journey through the masterpieces of sacred composers from the reign of Henry IV and highlights the birth of
the musical genre emblematic of the Chapel Royal: the grand motet.
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Michelangelo Carbonara [Piano Gran Coda
Yamaha CFIII]

SCHUBERT: Piano Sonatas Vol. I
Sonata D157 in E major, Sonata D664 in A major, Sonata D845 in A minor 
Michelangelo Carbonara

Michelangelo Carbonara is one of the most interesting and talented young Italian pianists. A student of the famous Imola
Piano School he benefited from the advice of such luminaries as Dmitri Bashkirov, Leon Fleischer, Alicia de Larrocha,
Menahem Pressler and Aldo Ciccolini. His recordings of the complete piano music of Ravel, Scarlatti Sonatas and piano
music by Nino Rota brought him great critical acclaim in the international press.
This CD for Piano Classics presents him in music very close to his heart, the piano sonatas by Franz Schubert (he is
prize winner of the Schubert International Piano Competition in Dortmund), from the early joyful sonata in E major,
through the lyrical A major D664 to the grim A minor sonata D845. 
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Bruce Hungerford [piano]

Bruce Hungerford: The Beethoven Legacy

Bruce Hungerford

CD1: No. 8 in C minor Op. 13 'Pathetique'. No. 14 in C sharp minor Op. 27 No. 2 'Moonlight', No. 17 in D minor Op. 31
No. 2 'Der Sturm', No. 21 in C major Op. 53 'Waldstein' 

CD2: No. 2 in A major Op. 2 No. 2, No. 4 in E flat major Op. 7, No. 5 in C minor Op. 10 No. 1

CD3: No. 6 in F major Op. 10 No. 2, No. 7 in D major Op. 10 No. 3, No. 13 in E flat major Op. 27 No. 1 'Quasi una
Fantasia', Andante favori, in F major WoO 57   

CD4: No. 1 in F minor Op. 2 No. 1, No. 12 in A flat major Op. 26, No. 19 in G minor Op. 49 No. 1, No. 20 in G major Op.
49 No. 2, Rondo in C major Op. 51 No. 1, Menuet in E flat major, Lustig-Traurig, WoO 54   
Für Elise, Bagatelle in A minor   

CD5: No. 24 in F sharp major Op. 78 'Für Therese', No.30 in E major Op. 109, No. 31 in A flat major Op.110, No. 32 in C
minor Op. 111

Born in Australia Bruce Hungerford (1922-1977) studied with the legendary Ignaz Friedman in Sidney. His move to the
USA brought him in contact with Myra Hess, who gave him valuable coaching, and later with Carl Friedberg. His
prodigious qualities caught the attention of the Solomon brothers of the American Vanguard Classics label who
contracted him for a complete Beethoven cycle recording. Sadly Hungerford died in a car accident halfway the project. 
Piano Classics is happy to issue his 'Beethoven Legacy' for the first time in one CD box set. Hungerford’s Beethoven is
powerful, full of dramatic contrasts and effects, but also of great tenderness and wit, the full spectrum of Beethoven’s
genius and humanity. Apart from his superb pianism and musicianship, Hungerford is also remembered as a professional
palaeontologist and Egyptologist. 
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Francesco Tristano [piano}

BERIO: Complete Piano Music

Francesco Tristano

Cinque variazioni (1952/3- Rev. 1966)   
Rounds (1968)   
Six encores: Brin, Leaf, Wasserklavier, Erden, Luftklavier, Feuerklavier, Sequenza IV   
Petite Suite, Piano Sonata    

The piano works of Luciano Berio span the entire life of the composer, and bear perfect witness to the style of this 20th
Century genius: based on the techniques of serialism  he composes a fascinating world of colours, inventions, wit and
virtuosity, extremely challenging for both pianist and audience but a rewarding effort for those with open ears! Francesco
Tristano is a phenomenal interpreter of this music. He was born in 1981 in Luxembourg, and studied at the New York
Juilliard School. In 2004 he won the prestigious Competition for 20th Century Piano Music in Orléans, which was the start
of a successful, if unorthodox, career. He is a composer as well, and gives concerts in which he combines the Classics
with his own improvisations. As a Jazz pianist he reaches new audiences. His first recordings were made on the French
Sisyphe label, at present he is under contract to Deutsche Grammophon. 
Recorded February 2004, Carré Saint Vincent, Orléans, France
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Essential Music
John Kennedy & Charles Wood [directors]

CAGE: The Number Pieces 6 
Five (1988) for any five voices or instruments
Seven (1988) for flute, clarinet, violin, viola, cello, piano & percussion
Thirteen (1992) for flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, trumpet, trombone, tuba, 
2 violins, viola, cello & 2 xylophones
Essential Music

John Cage would have been 100 years old in 2012, and Mode will continue to build its complete Cage Edition with a few
new Cage releases including some surprises

New York based ensemble Essential Music had a strong relationship with John Cage in his later years. This experience
gives these recordings a special authority. Recorded in 1993-94, they are being released for the first time.

• In 1987 John Cage began writing his 'number' and 'time-bracket' compositions, which became his primary
compositional method for the remainder of his life.  These works are named for the number of musicians participating,
consist of the number of parts with no complete score, within which are various series of flexible time-brackets in which
each musician is free to choose the beginnings, ends, and durations of one’s notes.

• Thirteen is Cage's final completed work. This is only its second recording.

• Five does not specify instrumentation. Essential Music chose to perform it, with Cage’s approval, by blowing into bottles
to create pitches creating a mysterious effect.

• Volume 44 in Mode’s John Cage Edition.

Also by ESSENTIAL MUSIC on Mode Records:
John CAGE: "The Lost Works" — The City Wears a Slouch Hat, etc. (mode 55)
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